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Marketing Research Brief:
Channel Migration Raises Service Challenges
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The greatest increases
in household growth
rates are not projected
in recent growth havens,
but rather in markets
where household growth
is returning toward
historic norms after
suffering the worst
impacts of the
recession.

The data discussed in this
brief reflect 35,000 interviews
collected from Bancography’s
Customer Service, Satisfaction
& Loyalty tracking studies at
banks and credit unions for
2015 to date. The studies
included only customers
who maintained a deposit
account that originated at
a branch, and interviewers
informed the customers
that their institution
sponsored the research.

As part of the studies, interviewers asked customers
the location of their last in-branch banking transaction.
The proportion of customers responding that they
transact exclusively online or by mobile device has
increased from negligible levels in 2013 to 4%
currently, providing a sufficient sample for
comparisons to their branch transacting counterparts.
Those who transacted at a branch were 12%
more likely to recommend the institution than those
who remained pure remote transactors. Further, the
branch transactors were 7% more likely to cite the
provider as their primary financial institution.
The 2015 surveys also found 30% of respondents
using online bill pay, (continued on page 4)

The Return of Household Growth
and Other Demographic Trends
Household growth represents a key driver of deposit
and loan growth, and thus carries significant impact
for bankers. Whether through new household
formation or immigration, household growth expands
the pool of consumers seeking almost every type of
financial service, from checking and savings accounts
to automobile and mortgage loans.
Household growth tends to move in close
correlation with the overall economic environment.
In dire economic times, younger residents will defer
establishing autonomous households, taking refuge
in a parent’s house or perhaps graduate school while
avoiding the financial obligations that accompany
living independently. In addition, a down economy
dissuades immigration, as the preponderance of
new arrivals in the U.S. enter the nation seeking
improved employment opportunities.
Reflecting those behaviors, household growth
declined sharply in the wake of the recent recession.

During the period from 2000 through 2010, U.S.
household growth averaged about 1% per year, or
5.2% over every five year period. But from 2010 – 2015,
household growth tapered significantly, falling to only
3.4% over that five year timeframe. However, with the
unemployment rate declining by five full percentage
points over the past five years to its present 5.1% level,
household growth has rebounded, and newly released
demographic estimates show that five-year forward
projections have rebounded to 4.1%.
The moderate increase in forecasted household
growth relative to the prior five years’ actual growth
rate masks sharp differences across markets.
Among the 50 largest metro areas in the U.S. –
which collectively hold more than half the nation’s
population – the greatest increases in household
growth rates are not projected in recent growth havens,
but rather in markets where household growth is
returning toward historic (continued on page 2)
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norms after suffering the worst impacts of the
recession. Energy and technology hubs, such as
Austin, San Jose, Houston, Denver, San Antonio,
Washington D.C. and Seattle, still show the highest
absolute household growth forecasts; but those
markets thrived during the recession, too, so their
future growth pace simply matches that of prior years.
But metros in the Great Lakes region, such as Buffalo,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit, which suffered
actual household growth rates near zero over the
past five years, are now projected to rebound toward
more normal 3% rates over the next five years.
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Other markets in the Midwest and northeast parts of
the nation will see more modest rebounds, while the slowing
energy sector leaves the major Texas metros with lower
growth over the next five years than they enjoyed in the prior
five years. Further, several of the once-dynamic markets that
suffered the worst impacts of the housing crisis but which
then saw rapid reacceleration in their housing markets will
also return to more historically normal levels; for example,
Las Vegas, Phoenix, Riverside – San Bernardino and Tampa.
In sum, after a period of significant economic disruption,
household growth rates across the nation seem to be
collectively regressing toward historic means. For bankers
in markets in the reviving phase, the trend should bring
significant positive implications for future balance growth.
Despite the increase in household growth forecasts,
other trends evident in the latest demographic data remain
less favorable. Median household income levels are
projected to climb at only a 2.0% annual pace over the next
five years, versus the 2.5% clip of the prior five years, and
even that level trails historic norms. Further, the rate of
homeownership has declined to 63% of U.S. households
from a high of 69% during the mid-2000s, and is now at a
level not seen since the 1990s. That noted, keep in mind
that home ownership rates in the U.S. hovered consistently
in the 63% - 65% for three decades prior to the economic
expansion of the late 1990s, so the reduced rate of recent
years may simply reflect a return to historic norms. The
deviation from historic home ownership levels in the 1990s
and 2000s arose from major changes in mortgage products
and credit qualification processes, and the recent decline
in ownership rates may reflect a return to a prior model of
underwriting as much as any structural deficiencies in the
economy. Further, a well-documented trend of younger
Americans eschewing suburban home ownership for the
flexibility of urban rental homes undoubtedly factors into
the decrease in home ownership rates. Nonetheless, in
that mortgage and home equity loans represent a significant
part of the balance sheet at most financial institutions, any
trend toward reduced homeownership bears monitoring.
This article discussed a few of the more interesting
trends appearing in the 2015 demographic data, and the
maps to the left illustrate growth and income forecasts
across the U.S. These statistics represent a small portion of
the available demographics, so please contact Bancography
(info@bancography.com) if you wish to see demographic
profiles for your institution’s market areas.
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The Problem Child: What To Do About That Troubled Branch
Every institution has one: that one branch with
persistently low sales and minimal balances
that creates an ongoing drag on profitability.
The situation is as vexing as it is common, but
finding a solution requires more than a reflexive
call for branch closure or a meeting imploring
the branch manager to “sell more.” Rather, to
address a low-performing branch, an institution
must first understand the root cause of that
underperformance; and only after doing so
can it determine and deploy appropriate
mitigating actions.
The first imperative in assessing a
low-performing branch is to understand the
surrounding market environment, and in turn
quantify a reasonable expectation of mature
balance potential. A branch may show low
performance because of shortcomings in its
sales management efforts, but low performance
may also reflect innate conditions in the branch’s
trade area that preclude reaching viable balance
levels no matter how strong of a manager
the branch employs.
To understand market potential, assess
the branch trade area across both demographic
and competitive dimensions. Does the trade
area hold sufficient household density to
support a viable branch? Typically, a trade
area must hold a minimum of 2,000 households
to generate sufficient demand to support a
viable branch. What is the age and income
profile of the branch trade area? The use of
every product on a branch balance sheet,
deposit and loan, is positively correlated with
income; so achieving acceptable balance levels
in lower-income communities can prove difficult
unless the branch can capture significant
customer volumes. Does the institution’s
product and value proposition align with the
needs of the most prevalent demographic
segments in the branch trade area? A credit
union without in-house wealth management
capabilities will find difficulty penetrating a
top-tier affluent submarket; a bank lacking a
free checking option will face similar difficulties
in pure mass market environments.

The competitive environment matters, too.
Across the U.S., there is one branch for every
1,050 households, but some submarkets remain
significantly more concentrated. A newer branch
in a trade area with 10,000 households but 20
competing branches (i.e., a ratio of one branch
for every 500 households) will prove challenging
even in a top-quality submarket, as the level of
competitive saturation would dilute fair share
balance expectations below tenable levels.
Consider also the composition of the competitor
set: is there a locally based incumbent
provider with dominant share?
If a submarket’s household density, income
profile or competitive saturation constrain
balance potential to unacceptable levels, an
institution may be forced to a decision of
outright closure versus reduction in scope; for
example, relocating a freestanding branch to
an inline or in-store environment with a cost
structure better aligned with the trade area’s
potential or reducing hours of operation.
However, even when the demographic and
competitive environment show no constraining
factors, a branch still may languish with low
sales and balance levels. In that case, bankers
must consider other underlying causes.
Branch underperformance in highopportunity markets generally arises from
one or more root causes:
> The location or physical configuration of
the branch is inferior: in some cases,
limitations in a branch’s visibility, access or
surrounding retail environment may inhibit
growth. Branches too far removed from
quality retail anchors (for example, a fullservice grocery store) especially face
challenges attracting customers, who often
seek the convenience of locations that allow
them to combine multiple errands. In this
case, relocation is likely warranted if the
branch is to realize the opportunity
available in its market.
> The branch lacks the support of a strong
surrounding network: for many institutions,

the lowest-performing branch sits on the
periphery of the franchise, far removed from
the core of the network. In this case, the
branch suffers from a lack of perceived
convenience, and many consumers in the
outlying community may not realize the bank
operates other branches. Consumers value
network breadth – the live/work/shop
convenience that multi-branch deployments
provide – and a single isolated branch
within a larger overall market area can not
leverage that consumer preference,
suggesting such cases bring an imperative
decision of additional branch investment
versus complete market exit.
> That network density concern noted, keep in
mind that the opposite can truncate growth
potential, too. If a branch sits too close to
other branches of the same institution, its
lack of an exclusive trade area will also
inhibit growth; this situation would call
for consolidation.
> Finally, if all location considerations are
ruled out; if the branch occupies a visible
facility with strong anchor stores, supported
by nearby but not overlapping branches,
then the institution must consider sales
management, training or product-segment
alignment issues. Note that the four causes
of underperformance are not mutually
exclusive, and often an outlying branch
suffers not only because it lacks a strong
supporting network, but also because its
isolation leaves it less likely to receive
marketing and sales management support.
Each of the above causes carries
different implications for relocation, investment,
consolidation or sales management, but the
underlying imperative remains: before forsaking
a troubled branch, first validate whether its
shortcomings reflect immutable market
constraints or whether some mitigating
action can negate one of the aforementioned
self-created sources of underperformance.
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up from 22% in 2013. Mobile banking use
increased, too, from 16% in 2013 to 19% in 2015.
Data from parallel studies in 2013 found that
use of online bill pay and mobile banking positively
influences loyalty and retention, at least among
customers who used these ancillary offerings in
conjunction with their branch. However, the 2015
findings suggest that migration to pure online
transaction behavior yields an opposite impact.
One cause lies in that 6.5% of pure online/mobile

customers reported a problem or error in their
experience versus 4.3% of branch transactors.
That is, even as more consumers are migrating to
online transactions only, service deficiencies in those
channels are adversely impacting loyalty and retention.
Accordingly, if institutions are to maintain historic
loyalty levels in an increasingly online environment,
they must find means to replicate branch-quality
service experiences even in non-personal channels.
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